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S9 baSe - S9 dyna - S9 coupe
WbS - WbS fh

SMWa Multipla - olS Multipla

FLAIL MULCHERS
HEAvy dUty

80 - 250 HP

Quality by Design
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Discover the 

Advantages of

INNOVATION

> over 75 years experience  
   mulching equipment specialists since 1971
> continuous research for new solutions and technologies 
> optimal material, with low wear

QUALITY

> every machine is tested before leaving the factory
> use of the best components only
> low wear

RELIABILITY

> high performance machines
> close to customer sales and service network 
> fast and efficient customer care
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How to work with a SEPPI flail mower?

Open rear hood: to mulch grass with low power consumption Closed rear hood: to finely mulch prunings and branches 

FLAIL MOWERS (UP tO 250 HP)      

flail mowers:
›  for tractors from 80 to 250 HP
›  mulch grass, prunings and bushes  
    up to 11 cm [2, 2.8 and 4.3”] in diameter 
›  for large areas, SEPPI M. offers multiple
    machines with working widths up to 7 m [276”]

For 30 years SEPPI flail mowers have been working to satisfy 
professionals in agriculture and in greenspace maintenance.
With a vast choice of options every machine can be equipped 
according to very individual professional needs.

“I work with SEPPI mowers because they are tough and reliable 
machines,working fast and leaving a clean cut. Even after years 
of service they don’t seem to break. 
I also like the efficiency of these mowers, which helps to save 
both time and costs.”

    Luis Romen, farmer and contractor 
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The SEPPI range of flail mowers 

power (HP)

flail mowers 1: 20-120 HP
flail mowers 2: 80-250 HP


